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construction on the eighth and final
concourse is expected to begin within
a few years. Terminal 4 includes the
international concourse, with Federal
Inspection Service facilities capable of
clearing up to 800 passengers per
hour and three runaways that are over
2 km long.
T h e c i t y o f P h o e n i x A v i a t i o n
Department selected Chanen/Jacobs
joint venture to manage both the
design and construction phases of
the 280 million US dollar project. The
facility included a seven-story termi-
nal; a four-story, 3,400-car parking
garage; two three-story 28-gate con-
courses; two two-story 16-gate con-
courses and an additional 700-car
parking structure for rental cars.

Arizona Animals and Plants Enter
the Airport
To keep the project on schedule, the
management team divided the work
into 14 separate bid packages and
used three general contractors. This
procedure met the city’s funding
requirements and allowed fast-track
construction of the project.

E
very day at Phoenix’s Sky
Harbor Airport, Arizona, 1,486
aircrafts and 108,887 passen-

gers arrive and depart, while 808
tons of air cargo are handled, for a
daily economic impact of 72 million
US dollars.
The airport has experienced a 32%
increase in passengers and a 69%
cargo volume increase since its open-
ing in 1990.
These dramatic increases in demand
have caused the airport to outgrow its
facilities and have impacted the abi-
lity to provide quality customer servi-
ce. Consequently, the City of Phoenix
Aviation Department has undertaken
an aggressive expansion program at
Sky Harbor International Airport and
has more than 150 proj-ects budge-
ted at more than 600 million US dol-
lars underway or recently completed.

A Brand-new Terminal
The expansion program also involved
Terminal 4, which was built in 1990
with only five concourses but expand-
able to eight. Two additional concour-
ses have been added since 2000, and

Creative wall and floor coverings

were installed with Mapei products 

in Terminal 4 of 

Sky Harbor Airport, Phoenix. 
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The substrates’ preparation included
the application, after proper scarifica-
tion, of the primer PLANIBOND EBA*
and the fast-setting self-leveling com-
pound ULTRAPLAN M20*. 
MAPELASTIC SM PRIMER* and MAPE-
LASTIC SM* crack-isolation sheet
membrane were then applied on the
surfaces to isolate cracks. 
The latter is a very innovative product
which can isolate and sustain horizon-
tal movements up to 4 cm, while
avoiding the transfer of cracks from
the substrate to the covering in case
of vibration or in-plane movement.    

“Well-laid” Animals and Colours 
The tile layout was so complex that
Scuderi Tile had to call on the help of
computer technology. Once the
points for the layout were plotted
with a CAD (computer-assisted draw-
ing) system on a graph, installers put
the computerized plans on the floor
and followed them for setting the
geometric patterns in the layout. By
triangulating with lasers, it was made
certain that the tile-setting was per-
formed correctly.
To install approximately 70% of the
floor tiles, the Scuderi team used the
KERABOND+KERALASTIC* bonding
system, which has been successfully
used for more than 20 years in the
American tile industry. 
The system combine a dry-set cemen-
titious mortar (KERABOND*) with a
flexible acrylic latex admixture, KERA-
LASTIC*, which is the American equi-
valent of ISOLASTIC*, available in the
rest of the world. 
In security areas and at passenger
checkpoints, where there was a need
for greater speed, the team used  GRA-
NIRAPID*, an adhesive featuring high
mechanical strength and hydration
rate.  
With KERABOND+KERALASTIC* por-
celain tiles were also installed on the
walls and floors in the public bath-

One important renovation project
involved the installation of 30,000 m2

of tile in the Terminal 4 concourse. The
project used 35 different colors of
porcelain tile from eight different
Italian manufacturers. 
The tiles ranged in size from 10x10 to
46x 46 cm. Almost all of the tiles had
to be cut on site and many had to be
set to form different geometric pat-
terns. The patterns reflected the the-
mes of four water-jet-cut medallions
that were placed in the lobby space of
the terminal’s four different sets of
elevators. 
The themes are a cactus wren, a coati-
mundi, a gila monster and a scorpion,
which are meant to represent
Arizona’s rich wildlife. 
The elevator walls in each area were
instead covered with 13x13 cm gla-
zed clay tiles supplied by the
American firm Facings of America. In
several halls of the Terminal more
than 7,000 m2 of “Arizona Flagstone”
natural stone slabs were laid on the
columns’ surfaces. The slabs featured
two different color shades, which
were meant to recall Arizona Grand
Cayon’s landscape. The walls in the
public bathrooms of the Terminal
were covered with porcelain tiles.

Innovative Products to Meet Real
Challenges
The installation of floor and wall cove-
rings, carried out by the American
company Scuderi Tile, was no easy

job. In addition to the inherent pro-
blems related to the large amount of
the covering materials, the installers
had to complete the work in a fully
operational terminal, with 800 pas-
sengers per hour arriving and depart-
ing from the airport. The City of
Phoenix Aviation Department requi-
red that the installers work on only
600  m2 to 1,200 m2 of space at a time. 
To ensure a perfect result to this
ambitious job, Scuderi Tile selected
cutting-edge technologies and reli-
able materials, such as the Mapei
systems for substrate preparation and
tile installation. Scuderi Tile had used
them for years and considered them
“the Cadillac of all products”, the only
ones able to meet the challenges of
such an elaborate project.

The Basis for a Correct Installation
Given all this, early in the substrate
preparation phase, the installation
company closely worked with the
Mapei sales representative and Mapei
field technical consultant, who made
a careful analysis of the substrate and
revealed noticeable amounts of
gypsum patch, adhesive residue and
e p ox y  c o a t i n g s  o n  t h e  s u r f a c e.
Therefore, for some sections of the
Terminal’s floorings he suggested the
application of the fast-setting cemen-
titious patching compounds PLANI-
PATCH* or PLANIPATCH PLUS* for
smoothing, patching and filling
cracks, holes and voids. 

Photo1. The flooring
substrates were treated with
Ultraplan M20 self-levelling
compound after applying the
primer Planibond EBA.

Photo 2. The crack-isolation
sheet membrane Mapelastic SM
was applied on the whole of the
flooring surface in Terminal 4.

Photo 3. Granirapid adhesive
was used in the areas where a
very fast installation was
required. 
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Photo 4.
Glazed clay tiles were bonded on the
elevators’ external walls with Kerabond
adhesive, mixed with Keralastic
admixture (which is the American
equivalent of Isolastic).

Photos 5 and 6.
The four water-jet-cut medallions,
located on the floors in front the
terminal’s four different sets of
elevators, sport colorful porcelain tiles
laid with the Kerabond+Keralastic
bonding system.

Photos 7 and 8.
Porcelain tiles were laid on the
toilettes’ walls and floors with
Kerabond+Keralastic, after
waterproofing the substrates with
Mapelastic 315 cementitious
membrane.
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*Mapei Products: Granirapid,
Kerabond+Keralastic (the latter is the
American equivalent of Isolastic, available
in the rest the world), Keracolor S,
Mapelastic 315, Mapelastic SM,
Mapelastic SM Primer, Planibond EBA,
Planipatch, Planipatch Plus,
Ultraplan M20.
The products mentioned in
this article are
manufactured and
distributed in America by
Mapei Corp. (USA) and
Mapei Inc (Canada). For
further information, see the
web site www.mapei.com.

Terminal 4, Sky-Harbor Airoport, Phoenix,
Arizona (USA)
Work: laying wall and floor coverings in the
terminal’s halls and bathrooms
Years: 2004-2005
Customer: City of Phoenix Aviation
Department
Project: Transystem Corporation, Phoenix
Contractor: Weitz Company, Phoenix
Installation Company: Scuderi Tile, Phoenix
Installed Materials: porcelain tiles, glazed
tiles and natural stone slabs
Mapei Distributor: Daltile, Phoenix
Mapei Co-ordinators: Jennifer Vagen and
Kirk Bailey, Mapei Corp. (USA)

TECHNICAL DATA

rooms. Before setting the tiles, MAPE-
LASTIC 315* flexible cementitious
w a t e r p r o o f i n g m e m b r a n e w a s
applied to the walls.
The same installation system was
used to lay glazed tiles on the floors
around the elevator doors in each
lobby.
The tile colours in each area comple-
mented the theme for that section of
the terminal. Yellow predominated
around the coatimundi theme, red
highlighted the scorpion section, blue
dictated the color for the gila monster
area, green underscored the colors in
the cactus wren medallion.

Sealing a Fine Job
When it came time to grout all the
joints of the floor and wall coverings,
KERACOLOR S* polymer-modified
sanded grout was chosen. Even if a
wide range of colors was available, the
installers used only two shades of
grout, chamois and charcoal, to allow

the hues of the tile to make the defin-
ing statement about the patterns in
the designs.
After the works were completed, an
external consultant visited the site,
checking the surfaces and confirming
that the job had been perfectly done.

He wrote observation reports and
compiled Mapei s i te inspec t ion
reports, thus earning the airport the
10-year project warranty (concerning
all installation requirements) that the
City of Phoenix Aviation Department
required.

Photos 9 and 10.
A porcelain tile floor after the
completion of works. Joints were
grouted with Keracolor S in the
chamois and charcoal colour shades.


